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                    ADA is the independent distribution and
                    label services arm of Warner Music Group,
                    breaking brand new artists and supporting
                    industry legends.
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          Big Freedia

          The Queen of New Orleans brings bounce to the mainstream.
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          Macklemore

          Diamond-certified rapper maintains his independence over 2 decades in the game.
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          Iann Dior

          Chart-topping alt-pop phenom sets sights on new heights via 10K Projects.
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          Daft Punk

          Masked electronic legends maintain their legacy with global catalog marketing.
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          Quevedo

          The prince of Spain takes the Latin world by storm.
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          Dylan Conrique

          Next-gen songwriter strikes a viral chord with emotional pop anthems.
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          Rawayana

          Venezuelan collective brings eclectic grooves to worldwide audiences.
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          DC The Don

          2023 XXL Freshman ascends to new heights via Rostrum Records.
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          The Rose

          Beloved Korean pop-rock group take the Americas with arena-sized audiences and even bigger hooks.
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                We Make 
 Music Move

                
                    
                        Breakout artists come to us to solidify their success and plan their
                            next moves. Industry heavyweights trust us to manage their career-spanning catalogs. We’re
                            shape-shifters, molding to the gaps that you have on your team, to ensure you get what you
                            want and what you deserve.
See what we’ve done
                    

                    	Commercial Services
	Digital Marketing Services
	Catalog Strategy
	Press + Publicity
	Sync Licensing
	Merch + D2C Integration
	Audience Development
	Physical Products & Services


                

            

        

    
    
        
            
            
            
            
        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                            
                        

                    

                

                
                    Passion

                    
                        We make music move. We bring our passionate people and
                            industry leading expertise to labels artists who are out here doing the work. At ADA you get
                            access to the A-Team: dedicated up-and-comers and industry veterans who can see around every
                            corner and know how to climb the hill right along side you. We tell it like it is, and we
                            don’t hold back.

                    
Join the
                        A-Team
                

            

        

        
            
                
                
                
                
                
            
            
                
                    
                
            
        
    




      
    

  


  
    
      
      
            

      
    

  


  
    
      
      
            
    
        
            
                Tools & 
 Insights

                
    The speed of technology doubles about every two years, bringing
    new tools, opportunities, and challenges. That's why, with the
    help of Warner Music Group, we created Co-Op. This sophisticated
    technology enables artists and labels to easily leverage a
    robust supply chain and intuitive services.
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